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The young Pharoah Tutankhamun is unwell, but there is no heir apparent. Egypt's enemies, the Hittites, are
advancing through Canaan, and Ay - First Minister of Akenhaten, father of Nefertiti, brother of Queen Tiye -
still plots, like the spider he is. The web is woven, the traps set...
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From Reader Review The Year of the Cobra for online ebook

Joanne says

I felt like i was in Egypt 1300BC

Bharathi says

What an ending

Andy Casey says

Andy's review

Having read the first two books in the trilogy, I was looking forward to reading this and I was not
disappointed - as good as the first two books, it is a fitting end to the trilogy.

Bettie? says

Yes I shall write!

You may write but I ain't going to read anymore of this.

UGH

Greg says

fun fiction...reasonable theory as to the birth of judaism

Samantha Rooney says

Politics can be deadly when the riches and power of a mighty empire are up for grabs and ur allies are ur
deadliest enemies and loyalty can be bought

Jenks says

The final book in the series . I am so sad that there aren't any more .



I will make a start of Paul Doherty's other series but I really will miss the ancient Egypt setting I think this
has to be the best author in this genre and I'd recommend !

Pete Friend says

This is pretty close to five stars, certainly stood out from the first two which were both excellent as well. I
particularly liked the passage where Mahu and Djarka say there farewells and Pentju's confession is brilliant.
I do wish there were more of this series, following Horemheb and then going to the next Pharaoh, considered
the greatest of all Rameses II. I guess I'll look elsewhere for novels about him.

Darth says

Really enjoyed the last installment in this series.
Still left feeling like I had read them before, but no loss if so.
If time were infinite and my bookshelf had more space, I would read all 3 of these over and over.
Great period piece and such an interesting period.
I will miss you Mahu, Baboon of the South.

Mary says

A really good end to the trilogy, half of me wanted it to continue and touch upon Moses and Ramses.


